


IntroductIon
Imagine your job and personal life are each a high-rise building. 
The only way to get from one building to the other is to walk 
along a small rope suspended between the two called life. As 
you walk along the rope, your left side tries to pull you down 
with family time, social activities, hobbies, and community 
involvement. Meanwhile, your right side tries to pull you down 
with deadlines, meetings, overtime, and sudden projects. Every 
day is a struggle to balance yourself before you fall into a sea of 
broken promises and stress.

While this scenario seems extreme, the difficulty of finding 
a balance between doing your job and living your life is 
something millions of workers struggle with daily. In today’s 
modern workplace, people are working harder and longer 
without seeing an increase in benefits. Work/life balance is 
one of the leading causes of stress, and with the advent of the 
internet and social networking, the line between on-duty and 
off-duty is quickly blurring.

What can you do to maintain a balance between your job and 
your free time? Having the ability to identify when and how job 
duties can pour into normal life, and how to keep that from 
happening can not only make employees happier, but can 
make them more productive as well. 



DiD You KNow?

The average american 
works more Than 45 hours 
every week, 28% more Than 
workers in greaT BriTain.1 

56% of workers define 
career success as oBTaining 
work/life Balance.4 

80% of americans are dissaTisfied 
wiTh Their joBs.2 42% of canadians 
have mixed To highly unsaTisfied 
aTTiTudes Toward Their joBs.10

having a flexiBle work 
schedule is exTremely or very 
imporTanT To 80% of workers.4

88% of employees say They 
have a hard Time juggling 
work and life.5

norTh americans work 137 
more hours per year Than 
japanese workers, 260 more 
hours per year Than BriTish 
workers, and 499 more hours 
per year Than french workers.3

Importance of Work/LIfe BaLance



don’t meSS WItH StreSS
One of the biggest dangers of having an 
unbalanced work and personal load is chronic 
stress. Some stress can be good, and humans 
are designed to experience and react to it. 
Stress causes the body to subdue certain 
functions while heightening senses to stay 
alert and ready to avoid danger. But with 
chronic stress, nerve chemicals can suppress 
functions that are needed for immediate 
survival. Immunity is lowered and digestive, 
excretory, and reproductive systems stop 
working normally. Once the threat has passed, 
other body systems act to restore normal 
functioning. Problems often occur if the stress 
response goes on too long, like when the 
source of stress is constant, or if the response 
continues after the danger has subsided. 

Stress can play a part in problems like 
headaches, high blood pressure, heart 
problems, diabetes, skin conditions, asthma, 
arthritis, depression, and anxiety. The stress 
caused by work/life imbalance not only has 
adverse affects on your health, but can also 
impact the workplace. Workplace stress costs 
U.S. employers an estimated $300 billion per 
year in absenteeism, lower productivity, staff 
turnover, workers’ compensation, medical 
insurance, and other stress-related expenses,7 
and stress-related absences cost Canadian 
employers about $3.5 billion each year.11

75 To 90% of visiTs To healTh  
care providers are due To  
sTress-relaTed condiTions.7



can tecHnoLoGY SaVe uS?
Advancements in technology during the  
past decade have made accomplishing  
tasks and communication much faster.  
The downside; it has made accomplishing 
tasks and communication faster. Projects are 
getting completed quicker, but employers  
are expecting their workers to respond sooner  
as well.

The increasing competitiveness of the 
workplace combined with nearly instantaneous 
social networking technology has made it 
difficult for workers to switch off job mode in 
favor of their responsibilities outside of work. 

the Value of Vacations
Technology has also made it increasingly more difficult to 
take vacations that are free from work. The idea of “getting 
away from it all” is more difficult because of smart phones, 
tablets, and netbooks. The burden of job duties can now 
weigh on you no matter where you go, which maintains high 
levels of stress, often making the vacation pointless.

Unused vacation days are becoming normal in U.S. culture. 
Americans earn less and take less than half the vacation time 
that Europeans do and still leave an average of three unused 
vacation days every year.9 Using vacation time seems to be a 
lost privilege among U.S. workers when in fact, it should be 
seen as a vital part of retention plans. Vacations are essential 
to help relax and balance the demands of life.

Technology enaBles 78% of workers To 
Be more flexiBle wiTh Their schedules, 
yeT 70% feel Technology Brings work 
inTo Their personal lives.4



HoW do I BaLance It aLL?
Leave Work at Work
Working every night or every weekend can 
quickly lead to large levels of stress and job 
burnout. Set priorities for what job duties 
need to be accomplished that day. Work with 
a manager or team to determine what has 
priority, and then finish the shift at a regular 
time after accomplishing those few high 
priority items. 

It’s surprising how much productivity will 
increase when you focus all your attention on 
a few important duties rather than trying to 
accomplish everything on the to-do list.

take a Vacation – a real one 
Vacations and personal days have also been 
proven to improve job performance. If you’re 
experiencing imbalance between work and 
life, job performance will suffer and put more 
pressure on co-workers and managers to pick 
up the slack. The physical benefits that come 
from vacation or personal days can lead to an 
increased quality of work on the job. When on 
vacation or taking time off, leave work at the 
office. It’s a time to enjoy getting away from 
work, so utilize it by not checking email or 
taking work phone calls. This is easier if you 
schedule your vacation and do your best to 
take care of your work prior to your vacation.

flex
Understanding the culture and expectations 
of a workplace can help a stressed employee 
cope with work/life balance. Talk with a 
manager or someone from the HR department 
to learn about any flexible scheduling or if 
there are any shifts at a different time that 
could better fit with personal responsibilities.

Also, take full advantage of any special 
programs an employer offers that would allow 
more personal time. It could be a children’s 
event or volunteer opportunity away from the 
workplace, but is still employer sponsored. 
Breaks and lunches should also be taken 
to their full advantage. They are there for 
employees and avoiding them to do more 
work can actually decrease productivity.



concLuSIon
For many of us, more work leads to more stress and a 
lower quality of life. It leaves less time to unwind, take 
care of the home, spend time with loved ones, enjoy 
hobbies, connect with friends, and generally live a more 
balanced life. Stress is the number one cause of health 
problems – mentally and physically. And there are few 
things that stress us out on a consistent basis like work, 
especially when it takes away from all of the other things 
that life has to offer.
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